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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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Q: How does technology impact
students?

Technology has always played a
role in education. With the advent
of ‘Smart Classes’, the transfer of
knowledge and skills became
more fruitful and joyful. The emer-
gence of new pedagogical tools
made teachers stretch their ped-
agogical skills. Both teaching and
learning began having a flavour
of technology. 2020, the year of
Covid-19, began with a  disruption
in education. Technology then
penetrated all stages of learning
to fill the void which emerged due
to lockdown and physical dis-
tancing norms. 

However, excess dependence
on technology did have some ar-
eas of concern. The loss of social
and emotional connect makes
learning a sort of mechanical
process for students. Staying con-
fined to homes was not that joy-
ful and staring at the screen also
impacted their health.

Teachers too felt the pressure
of coping with new techniques
and strategies, which needed to
be modulated on a daily basis. For
teachers, the lively and healthy
classroom interaction are a kind
of feedback for reflection. In the
absence of that common physical
space of mutual learning and
growth, teaching appeared as a
bit of a mechanical affair. More-
over, learning too many skills and
incorporating them in routine
teaching kept them under con-
stant pressure. This impacted
their health and well-being too. 

The abrupt transition made
society cope with the new emerg-
ing world, without having either
the technological resources or the
technical skills. The phase began
on a stressful note resulting in de-
terioration of mental peace. Lack
of social space and a struggle to

thrive in technological space ag-
gravated their problems.

Q: How did teachers counter the
the challenges of digital classes?
On one hand, teachers had to up-
grade themselves through a num-
ber of online training sessions
and webinars and on the other,
they had to reach out to students,
who too were facing issues like
availability of devices and net con-
nectivity, lack of skills to stay ful-
ly engaged in teaching - learning
activities, online distraction and

managing online presence care-
fully.  Establishing a constant net-
work with students individually
helped teachers to gather inputs
and deliberate upon them. The
scope of teaching widened, and
they built their lessons on two pil-
lars — content and skill transfer
in the subject being taught; and
making the students aware of is-
sues pertaining to cyber safety.
Providing specific links for ref-
erence and exploration made
them monitor learning pathways.
Moreover, these guided practice
situations  helped them to realise

the instructional aims and objec-
tives effectively.

Q: How do educators guide stu-
dents on issues like relation-
ships, anxiety and depression ?
Though issues like relationship,
anxiety and depression do not
come under the purview of set
syllabus, but guidance around
these issues is of utmost signifi-
cance in the changed times.

The work-from-home sce-
nario provided an opportunity to
strengthen family ties and rela-

tionships. Family members en-
joyed a period of togetherness.
Still, social space outside home
was missed by the students who
wanted to enjoy the company of
their friends and teachers. This
need pushed them into a phase of
anxiety and depression.

To overcome this situation,
the educators maintain constant
touch with students which helps
them to ascertain specific issues
being faced by the individual

learners. A variety of activities
are conducted to maximise par-
ticipation of diverse learners.
They also conduct webinars
around the issues like anxiety and
depression. The inputs collected
through feedback forms helps
them capture not only the
thoughts of the students but also
the entire thought process and the
source from which it originates.
Need-specific guidance enables
educators to guide students and
equip them with the ways and
means to tackle them.

Q: What is the one change that
you want to see in students,
society and nation at large?
The emerging spectrum of learn-
ing has carved out a space for both
- offline and online mode of learn-
ing. The students need to adapt to
the upcoming challenges by put-
ting in sincere efforts. The stu-
dents are expected to engage in
activities that promote the devel-
opment of life - skills and the skills
needed in meeting the emerging
needs of the 21st century. They
further need to realise the signif-
icance of independent and life-
long learning, as modern times
demand giving up what is con-
sidered obsolete and engaging in
learning the concepts and skills
that become necessary and sig-
nificant for survival and growth.

Society needs to encourage
students to adapt to the new learn-
ing era. Besides, the social fabric
needs to be strengthened with the
participation of the youth of the
nation which provides resources
and opportunities for growth.
With this involvement, all learn-
ers have access to learning op-
portunities and are able to achieve
success. This results in the growth
and development of all- students,
society and nation.

Learning in the new era

VINOD KUMAR YADAV, Principal,
KV BSF camp Chhawla, Najafgarh

Encouraging holistic
developments

Delfite inspires patriotism during ‘Azadi
Ka Amrit Mahotsav’, a national event

While preparing for the
exam, remember to...
Read the NCERT book thor-

oughly.
Write the main points of the

topic on a separate sheet or high-
light them with the help of differ-

ent colours so that they can be re-
vised and retained for a longer time. 
Divide the lengthy chapters into

small parts and learn them in a simi-
lar manner so that maximum can be

retained. 
Learn a chapter with the help of flow-

charts, diagrams, tables and short notes
to enhance learning and retention. 
HOTs, case studies, application based ques-

tions and value based questions should be
practiced from NCERT and reference

books. 
Attempt at least 4 sample pa-

pers once you complete your
course along with last five year
papers. 
Attempt sample papers within 3
hours without any disturbance.
Preferably between the
time schedule of
10.30 am to 1.30 pm. 
Don’t go for any
new content rather
concentrate only on the syllabus you have
already done during preparatory leaves
before exam.
Give more importance to the chapters
carrying maximum weight age. 
Do take care of the topics deleted and
added by CBSE

When attempting the paper,
keep the following in mind... 

In the first 15 minutes of reading
time, you should read the instruc-
tions of the question paper along
with the weight age of each question. 
Decide the question you want to attempt in
the end. Also decide the pattern in which you
will attempt the paper. As in whether to begin
by answering the first question carrying 1 mark,
or from the last, which carries 6 marks. 
Preferably, start with the 6 marks questions
as they require a lot of writing. In the begin-
ning you are fresh and can write the answers
quickly.
Presentation of the paper matters. Always try
to write in points with headings, sub-headings
being crystal clear (preferably with a black pen).
If it is not possible to write in points then break
the answer in small paragraphs, key terms be-
ing properly underlined.
Strictly stick to the word limit and be specif-
ic while answering 1 or 3 marks questions.
Often it is seen that though knowing the sub-
ject / concept, many students are in dilemma
as to how to start, what should be in the main
body and how to conclude the answer. So first
thing that is needed is to make the answer ef-

fective so as to impress the examiner quickly.
As far as possible answers should be given in
points. If possible, flow chart should be made
that summarises the answer.
No question should be left unattempted. The
questions which you do not know should be at-
tempted at the end by writing whatever you
know.
Attempt the questions asking the difference
between two items in tabular form giving the
basis of difference.

For questions carrying words like...
Enumerate, list or give: Simply list the points
without any explanation, except in a 4, 5 or 6 mark
question. 
Comment, evaluate or critically analyse: Explain
both sides of the topic along with a conclusion. 
If the question asks ‘Do you agree?’ or ‘Name
the Concept’, then answer yes or no and identify

the concept, respectively. This is
necessary as such answers car-
ry half or one mark for the same. 
You must attempt all the ques-

tions and number the questions
properly. As far as possible, follow

the sequence in the question papers. 
Do not spend too much time on one

question. Plan the time accordingly. 
Revise the paper once you complete it,
so that no question is left unattempted. 
Use only blue-black or royal blue ink,
ball point or gel pen. 
Write in the space provided in the ti-
tle sheet your roll number and nowhere
else.
Write answers on both sides of the
page of the answer book.
Do not tear leaf nor put  any special
remark on it.
Carefully write the question paper
code no. and fill the title sheet of the
answer book.
Do not write name, mobile number,

e-mail ID  on the pages of answer
sheets or make any distinguishable
sign or mark anywhere inside the
answer book or the graph paper.
Roll number must be written on

the supplementary answer book.
Supplementary answer books, maps, graphs
are to be securely tied with only white tags or
white twines. Under no circumstance, coloured
tags/twines should be used.

It may also be noted that...  
Drawing instruments are permitted in Maths,
Engineering Drawing etc. 
Stencils are permitted in Physics and Chem-
istry; 
Stencils or templates for drawing outline maps
are permitted in Geography.
Centre can be located via cbse app, CBSE ECL
(Exam Centre Locator)

Ashu Goel, PGT- Commerce, Rukmini Devi Public

School, CD- Block, Pitampura, Delhi

TIPS FOR BUSINESS
STUDIES BOARD EXAM

R
yan International School, sector 31,
Gurugram has widespread interest in
excellence in education and all round
development. Keeping this in mind

and the vision of school’s chairman Dr A F Pin-
to, the school organised a virtual work shop on
‘ Social Work’ on March 17,  2021. This work
shop was organised by Ms Garima Sharma.

Social means community, the work we do
for the society can be referred to as ‘Social Work’.

The workshop was all about raising
awareness about social work and also the dif-
ference in social work and social service. They
also told the students briefly about non-gov-
ernment organisation’s social schemes. The
message was conveyed through interactive
discussions. The students enjoyed and ac-
tively participated in the session.    

The school head Ms N Geeta Srinivasa
thanked the resource person for conducting
the workshop and also encouraged the stu-
dents to actively be in involved social plat-
forms and be of service to the society.

D
LF Public School
have proved the
adage ‘every cloud
has a silver lining’

befitting by bringing home
many laurels for themselves
and their school during these
COVID times. Class eight
Delfite Bhavik Pandita made
the entire DLF family proud
as he participated and sang a
group song with school chil-
dren during the launch of
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav (In-
dia@75), an occasion of great
significance that was
launched by prime minister
Narendra Modi. ‘Azadi Ka
Amrit Mahotsav’ is a series of
events organised by the gov-
ernment of India to com-
memorate the 75th anniver-

sary of India’s independence. 
Bhavik was amongst the

selected 20 school students
from across the country by
Indian Harmonies Choir
Group, a group that aims at
propagating culture with
contemporary music and
present the variable shades
of Indian music. 

“During the pandemic, al-
most every day delfites have
given us a reason to celebrate
and feel proud. As a school,
we are proud of Bhavik and
glad that his passion paved
way for his success at such a
significant event of national
importance”, expressed exec-
utive director, Dr Mrignaini. 

A
bhilasha was sitting in her
verandah thinking how she had
wasted her childhood on

unnecessary things and never took
her studies seriously. She said to
herself, “I was a
fool. My parents
put me in such
a good
school, but I
wasted their
efforts. I can’t
change the past
but I shall do some-
thing so that this never happens to
any other child.” 

She started learning diligently,
appointed a tutor for herself with
the help of her supportive husband,
and studied with perseverance.

Finally, she was ready for a job and
chose to become a teacher as her

mother had desired. 
She became a

volunteer in an NGO
and picked out stu-

dents from schools who
weren’t doing well in aca-
demics. She started taking

extra classes for them after
school. Another problem came in for
Abhilasha when the students began
to think of it as a burden. For this,
she started counselling and under-
stood their weaknesses.
She encouraged her stu-
dents to learn to their
utmost potential.

Her students
started enjoying her

classes and were now aware of the
importance of studying. Other teach-
ers were surprised to see the change
in their behaviour and academic per-
formance. One of her students even
topped the school. 

Abhilasha was happy because
now she knew that she had done
something in life. She was delighted
as she was able to fulfil her mother's
dream of her daughter becoming a
teacher. Abhilasha had given a reply
to her setback through a comeback
and proved herself. But this was only
the starting of the journey and there
was a lot more to do and see.

KAAKSHI THAKUR, class VII,
DDMS P Obul Reddy Public
School, Hyderabad

Never too late for a fresh start

E
ducation is not
merely for scoring
marks, getting de-
grees or earning a

livelihood, but it is also about
building a good human be-
ing. Children should, from
formative years, be educat-
ed about human values.

The development of
kindness, empathy, and
compassion is crucial for
healthy social and emo-
tional development.
These positive human
qualities help chil-
dren make and
keep friends, un-
derstand and re-
spond to other's

feelings, behaviours, and
also the importance of rela-
tionships. 

The joy of giving, do-
nating a few of their toys,
clothes or books and helping
in daily chores should be en-
couraged by parents to nur-
ture compassion from form-

ative years.
Children who act

with compassion
during the early
years show greater

academic achieve-
ments, high
self-esteem and
self-value lead-
ing to great
success.

COMPASSION IS THE
BASIS OF MORALITY
COMPASSION IS THE
BASIS OF MORALITY

STRATEGIES TO INSTILL COMPASSION

 SOW THE SEEDS EARLY: Children learn how
to care for and treat others by watching and 
listening to adults and peers and they take cues
from the people around them.

 TALK TO YOUR CHILD ABOUT COMPAS-
SION: Explain what compassion is and why it is
important to them, your family, and the world as
a whole, children can express compassion in your
family, for example, being kind to their siblings.

 TEACHER'S ROLE: By inviting children to
draw or write down on a piece of paper an act of
kindness or compassion they did or saw and
place it in a specially marked jar. Encourage
gratitude and be a good role model.RISHITHA, HOD-Health & Wellness Dept,

Delhi Public School, Nacharam, Hyderabad



S
ince win-

ning their

only IPL ti-

tle in 2016

u n d e r

Warner’s leadership, SRH have always

made it to the play-offs but failed to finish

on top. Having retained their core group

for the 2021 season, SRH wasn’t that ac-

tive in the IPL Players’ Auction earlier this

year, only adding a few back-up options to

their already settled line-up. However one

area of concern was a lean-on-experience

middle-order last time, where they de-

pended on the likes of Priyam Garg, Ab-

hishek Sharma and Abdul Samad.

STRENGTHS

➨ The main strength of SRH is the bal-

ance they possess, especially a fantas-

tic top order. With the likes of David

Warner, Jonny Bairstow, Jason Roy,

Kane Williamson, Manish Pandey and

Wriddhiman Saha up their ranks, SRH

have one of the most destructive bat-

ting line-ups.

➨ Warner and Bairstow form one of the

most feared opening pairs in the IPL. The

duo has no qualms in taking the opposi-

tion attack from ball one and if they get

going, no target is unachievable and is a

treat to watch for spectators.

➨ However with an in-form Jason Roy

also in the equation, the choice of four

foreigners won’t be that easy with only

David Warner and Rashid Khan pick-

ing themselves. The remaining two slots

will depend on conditions and it could

be Jason Holder with his all-round skills

and Kane Williamson with his experi-

ence completing the four-pronged over-

seas quota.

➨ SRH’s bowling too looks impressive with

fit-again Bhuvneshwar Kumar and

Rashid leading the pack. The presence

of Afghan star Mujeeb-ur Rahman and

yorker king T Natarajan adds the much-

needed impetus to their attack.

WEAKNESSES

➨ The major weakness of SRH is the ab-

sence of a finisher in their line-up. The

middle-order too looked shaky in the

last IPL in the UAE and that is where

SRH would be banking on Williamson’s

vast experience.

➨ Although Shankar is regarded highly as

an all-rounder, the Tamil Nadu cricketer

is yet to prove his mettle for SRH and that

is something which would be a cause of

concern for the team management.

➨ Even though SRH has roped in Kedar

Jadhav this year, it remains to be seen

whether the Maharashtra all-rounder

can prove his worth considering the fact

that he is very much short of practice.

OPPORTUNITY

➨ Wriddhiman Saha, if given a promotion

in the batting order, would look at it as

an opportunity to show his range of

strokes while Kedar Jadhav, whose in-

ternational career is as good as over,

could add that muscle which the SRH

desperately require in the middle-order.

This IPL will be a make-or-break one

for Manish Pandey, who has already fall-

en in the pecking order as regards the

national team. He would like to make a

statement to selectors and be in the mix.

THREATS

➨ SRH is heavily reliant on its top-order

to provide a good start and  if the likes

of Warner, Bairstow, Pandey and Will-

iamson fail, the pressure would shift

to the team’s middle and lower order,

which includes the likes of Shankar,

Holder and others. On the bowling front

too, SRH is over-dependent of Rashid

to deliver the goods.
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Real Sociedad wins
2020 Copa del Rey:

2021 final in 2 weeks
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Not a power-hitter, try to learn from
likes of Virat and Rohit: PUJARA

C
heteshwar Pujara’s reputation as a Test specialist

had hampered his IPL prospects for the last few

years but India’s No 3 is now ready to turn the cor-

ner for CSK in the upcoming edition, having picked

up cues from the likes of Rohit Sharma and Virat

Kohli. Pujara, who went unsold for a number of years, was

picked up by CSK at a base price of `50 lakh during the last

auction and he is now ready with a changed mindset and ap-

proach towards the shortest format. Asked about his strike-

rate, which will always be highlighted because of his lack of

power-hitting, Pujara said that he will rely on timing like his

national team skipper Kohli or his deputy Rohit.

T20 won’t hamper my Test skills
The 33-year-old admitted that during the early stages

of his career, he used to feel that tweaking his game

to suit the needs of T20 will hamper his Test crick-

et but not anymore. “... it all comes with experi-

ence. When I was playing the T20 format in the past,

I had a little bit of a worry that what if my Test

cricket gets spoiled? There will be some technical

error once the IPL gets over. But now I am over

that. What I realised over a period of time is my

natural game, my strengths, will never go away,”

Pujara said.

...When it comes to strike rate, yes, I agree

that I’m not a power-hitter. But at the same

time, you learn from players like Virat (Kohli).

Rohit (Sharma), he is not purely a power-hitter,

but he is one of the best timers of the ball I have

seen in the shorter formats.

Even the likes of New Zealand skipper Kane

Williamson could be a great example to

emulate since he plays all cricketing shots. You

learn from players like Kane Williamson. Even

Steven Smith. All of them score runs by just

playing cricketing shots, and at the same time

they will be innovative.

I also have that mindset, that if I want to be

successful, I also need to be innovative, but at the

same time you can still score runs by playing

cricket shots. You need to get better at

generating power, I won’t deny that, but

ultimately cricketing sense is what I feel will

be your main strength.

CHETESHWAR PUJARA

Q1:
Since rejoining his present

club A C Milan in January

2020, how many goals has Zlatan

Ibrahimovic scored?

a) 18  ❑ b) 4  ❑   c) 27  ❑ d) 25  ❑

Q2:
In which year did women’s

basketball become an

Olympic sport with the Soviet Union

winning the first two tournaments?

a) 1977  ❑ b) 1976  ❑  c) 1986  ❑ d) 1988  ❑

Q3:
In 1992, the first World

Cup match between India

and Pakistan was played. What

was the outcome of the match? 

a) India won  ❑ b) Pakistan won  ❑  c) It

was a draw  ❑ d) Match was called off  ❑

Q4:
Who was the fastest to

score 5000 runs in ODIs

as captain?

a) Sourav Ganguly  ❑ b) Md Azharuddin  ❑

c) M S Dhoni  ❑ d) Virat Kohli  ❑

Q5:
For which year was Rohit

Sharma declared ICC ODI

Cricketer of the Year?

a) 2017  ❑ b) 2019  ❑  c) 2018  ❑ d) 2016  ❑

Q6:
Who was the first tennis

player since 1949 to win the

US Open after losing the first two sets?

a) Dominic Thiem  ❑ b) Juan Martin del Potro  ❑

c) Stan Wawrinka  ❑ d) Marin Cilic  ❑

Q7:
From which club did Suarez

move to Atletico Madrid?

a) Ajax  ❑ b) Liverpool  ❑  c) Barcelona  ❑

d) Real Madrid  ❑

Q8:
Who recently surpassed

Richard Hadlee’s record

to become the oldest pacer to

claim five-for in Tests in Asia?

a) Glenn McGrath  ❑ b) James Anderson  ❑

c) Chris Martin  ❑ d) Muttiah Muralitharan  ❑

Q9:
Devdutt Padikkal bagged

the “Emerging Player

award” in IPL 2020. Which team was

he playing for?

a) Chennai Super Kings  ❑

b) Royal Challengers Bangalore  ❑

c) Mumbai Indians  ❑

d) Kolkata Knight Riders  ❑

Q10:
Which outfield player

appeared in the

Champions League final in three

different decades?

a) Ryan Giggs  ❑ b) Maxi Rodriguez  ❑

c) Gareth Barry  ❑ d) Claudio Pizarro  ❑

Q11:
Who is the only player in
football history to win

three World Cups?
a) Franz Beckenbauer  ❑ b) Johan Cruyff  ❑

c) Pele  ❑ d) Diego Maradona  ❑

QUIZ TIME!

Luis Suárez
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ANSWERS: 1 c) 27  2 b) 1976  3 a) India won

4 d) Virat Kohli  5 b) 2019  6 a) Dominic Thiem

7 c) Barcelona   8 b) James Anderson

9 b) Royal Challengers Bangalore

10 a) Ryan Giggs  11 c) Pele

David Warner (C), Kane Williamson, Virat

Singh, Manish Pandey, Priyam Garg,

Wriddhiman Saha, Jonny Bairstow, Jason

Roy, Sreevats Goswami, Vijay Shankar,

Mohammad Nabi, Kedar Jadhav, J Suchit,

Jason Holder, Abhishek Sharma, Abdul

Samad, Bhuvneshwar Kumar, Rashid Khan,

T Natarajan, Sandeep Sharma, Khaleel

Ahmed, Siddharth Kaul, Basil Thampi,

Shahbaz Nadeem, Mujeeb ur Rahman.

SunRisers Hyderabad

captain David Warner

is the third-highest

run-scorer overall and

top scorer among

overseas players in

the tournament

One of the most consistent teams in the Indian Premier League (IPL)

over the last five years, Sunrisers Hyderabad would look to improve upon

their middle-order batting during this edition of the tournament

SQUAD
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After being forced by the pandemic to wait a year to play its most highly

anticipated match in a generation, Real Sociedad can now celebrate being

Copa del Rey champions. Even if the next final is in only two weeks’ time.

Sociedad ended a three-decade title drought on Saturday when it beat fierce

Basque rival Athletic Bilbao 1-0 in the delayed 2020 cup final held in Seville.

Bilbao will have another shot in just two weeks when it plays Barcelona in the

2021 edition of the Copa del Rey final. Mikel Oyarzabal scored the only goal of

an intense, scrappy contest dominated by defense. REUTERS


